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© 2009 The Japan Society of Histochemistry and Cy-Hair follicle stem cells (HfSCs) play crucial roles in hair follicle morphogenesis and hair

cycling. These stem cells are self-renewable and have the multi-lineage potential to generate

epidermis, sebaceous glands, and hair follicle. The separation and identification of hair fol-

licle stem cells are important for further research in stem cell biology. In this study, we report

on the successful enrichment of rat hair follicle stem cells through vario magnetic activated

cell sorting (Vario MACS) and the biological characteristics of the stem cells. We chose the

HfSCs positive surface markers CD34, α6-integrin and the negative marker CD71 to design

four isolation strategies: positive selection with single marker of CD34, positive selection with

single marker of α6-integrin, CD71 depletion followed by CD34 positive selection, and CD71

depletion followed by α6-integrin positive selection. The results of flow cytometry analysis

showed that all four strategies had ideal effects. Specifically, we conducted a series of

researches on HfSCs characterized by their high level of CD34, termed CD34bri cells, and

low to undetectable expression of CD34, termed CD34dim cells. CD34bri cells had greater

proliferative potential and higher colony-forming ability than CD34dim cells. Furthermore,

CD34bri cells had some typical characteristics as progenitor cells, such as large nucleus,

obvious nucleolus, large nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio and few cytoplasmic organelles. Our find-

ings clearly demonstrated that HfSCs with high purity and viability could be successfully

enriched with Vario MACS.
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I. Introduction

The multipotent hair follicle stem cells (HfSCs) are re-

sponsible for the regeneration and reparation of epidermis,

sebaceous gland and hair follicle [26, 29]. Hair follicle stem

cells are self-renewable: when a stem cell divides, it gener-

ates another stem cell and a transient amplifying (TA) cell,

which will replenish cell types in tissue after proliferation

and differentiation [13]. Investigation of hair follicle stem

cells is important and promising, in terms of its great appli-

cation value in hair regenerative medicine and its prospec-

tive function as a model system where stem cell reprogram-

ming, plasticity and characterization of niches can be studied

[30].

It is evident that hair follicle stem cells are located in

the bulge region of the outer root sheath of hair follicle [2, 4,

7, 19, 29, 32]: label-retaining cells (LRC) could only be

found in the bulge region of hair follicle after mice were

injected with tritiated thymidine (3H-TdR) and the label

chased for an additional four weeks. These LRC cells, with

slow-cycling nature, were relatively undifferentiated ultra-

structurally [4]. Similar results were obtained when using 5-

bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) and 3H-TdR double-labeling

and chased for a much longer period [29]. Hair follicle stem

cells could be divided into basal and suprabasal populations

through fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) method.
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These two distinct cell groups remained quiescent within

niche and could be stimulated to self-renew and terminally

differentiate into all lineages of epidermis and hair in vitro

[2].

By purifying and isolating hair follicle stem cells, it

will be easier to eliminate the influence brought from other

cells to HfSCs. This feature will benefit the further research

on biological characteristics of our target cells, genes, and

signaling pathway involved in stem cell fate definition.

Furthermore, successful collection of a stem cell group

with similar properties is prerequisite to cell line establish-

ment. Convincing stem cell markers are crucial for cell iso-

lation. Recently, the most compelling positive markers for

murine hair follicle stem cells are Keratin 15, β1-integrin,

α6-integrin and CD34 [2, 5, 18, 20, 31], while the main

negative marker is CD71 [23]. Currently, adherence separa-

tion and immunity separation are the two main techniques

for isolating hair follicle stem cells. Magnetic activated

cell sorting (MACS) belongs to immunity separation and it

has many advantages over other cell sorting methods, such

as high efficiency, high cell viability and ease of opera-

tion [3, 11]. Nowadays, MACS techniques have been

widely used in cell biology, clinical diagnostics, environment

protection, and food security area [3, 6, 10], especially in

nucleic acid and protein separation, cell fast isolation and

tumor cells depletion [8, 34]. Meanwhile, MACS techniques

are also popular in hematological system cell sorting [14].

Our study utilized HfSCs surface markers to design

single labeling and double labeling separation strategies,

and then effectively isolated and enriched rat hair follicle

stem cells combined using Vario MACS technology. We

demonstrated that the isolated stem cells were progenitor

cells with high viability and reproductive activity.

II. Materials and Methods

Preparation of cell suspensions from bulge region of rat hair 

follicles

Nascent SD rats 7–8 days of age (Animal Centre, Third

Military Medical School, Chongqing, China) were bred

according to the institution guidelines and used in all our

experiments.

Vibrissa skin tissues (8 rats each experiment) were

washed with D-Hank’s balanced salt solution three times.

Hair follicle and connective tissue sheath were first sepa-

rated with injector needle and then incubated with 0.25%

Dispase II (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) for 20 min at 37°C.

After washing three times with D-Hank’s, hair follicles

were separated from connective tissue sheath. The bulge

region of hair follicles (about 1/3 from the top of the shaft)

was cut and incubated with 0.25% trypsin (Invitrogen

Corp., Burlington, Canada) at 37°C for 5 min, and then

neutralized by serum (Hyclone, Beijing, China). After fil-

tering the cell suspension through 50 μm nylon mesh filters,

bulge cells were collected by centrifuging 250 g for 3 min

and resuspending in buffer. The buffer was PBS with 2 mM

EDTA (Amresco, Solon, OH, USA) and 0.5% bovine

serum albumin (Sigma, Mainland, China).

Selected hair follicle stem cell with Vario MACS

Four isolation strategies were devised to enrich hair

follicle stem cells: positive selection with single marker of

CD34, positive selection with single marker of α6-integrin,

CD71 depletion followed by CD34 positive selection, and

CD71 depletion followed by α6-integrin positive selection.

In our strategies, all the incubations were conducted at 4°C

for 20 min. For CD34 single positive selection, bulge cells

were firstly stained with PE-conjugated anti-rat CD34

monoclonal antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa

Cruz, CA, USA), washed with buffer, and incubated with

anti-PE MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotec GmbH, Bergisch

Gladbach, Germany). After the cell suspension went

through a MACS MS separation column (Miltenyi Biotec

GmbH) which was placed in Vario MACS (Miltenyi Biotec

GmbH), CD34 positive cells were enriched.

For α6 positive separation, bulge cells were incubated

with anti-rat α6 monoclonal antibody (Serotec, Oxford,

UK), washed, and then followed by the Goat anti mouse IgG

FITC (Serotec, Oxford, UK) incubation. Next, the cells were

incubated with anti-FITC MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotec

GmbH) and positive selection was performed.

As for CD71 and CD34 compound separation, bulge

cells were firstly stained with FITC-conjugated anti-rat

CD71 monoclonal antibody (Serotec, Oxford, UK), washed,

and then incubated with anti-FITC MicroBeads (Miltenyi

Biotec GmbH). CD71 negative cells were collected after the

depletion experiments and followed by staining with the PE-

conjugated anti-rat CD34 monoclonal antibody (Santa Cruz

Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA). After washing and

incubating with anti-PE microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec

GmbH) and positive selection, CD71 negative-CD34 posi-

tive cells were obtained. CD71 negative-α6 positive cells

were selected by a similar selection procedure.

Cell culture and cell growth curve

The separated CD34bri cells and C34dim cells were plant-

ed into 48-well plates at a density of 5×103/well. Cells were

cultured with K-SFM medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,

USA) in a 37°C, 5% CO2 tissue-culture incubator. After 24

hours in culture, three wells were trypsinized and counted at

day 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 days, respectively. The

growth curve was plotted from the mean cell number at each

time point.

Immunocytochemistry

CD34bri cells and C34dim cells cultured for 5 days were

washed three times with PBS, fixed with 4% polyoxymeth-

ylene in PBS for 10 min, and then washed three times with

PBS. To block peroxidase and nonspecific antibody binding,

cells were incubated with 3% H2O2 at room temperature for

15 min, and followed by incubation with goat serum for 20

min at room temperature. After removing the serum, the

cells were stained with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C.

Primary antibodies and dilutions used were anti-α6-integrin
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monoclonal (1:150, Serotec), anti-β1-integrin monoclonal

(1:100, Boster) and anti-CD34 monoclonal (1:100, Santa

Cruz). PBS took the place of the primary antibody to set a

control. Cells were washed three times for 5 min with PBS

and incubated with a second antibody for 30 min at 37°C,

washed, and then incubated with a third antibody and

detected with a DAB kit. Cells with brown-yellow color

in cytoplasm and cell membrane were considered to be

positive cells.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM)

To observe cells with SEM (FEI Company, Hillsboro,

OR, USA), hair follicle bulge cells primary cultured for 7

days, cells digested directly from bulge region, CD34bri cells

and CD34dim cells were uniformly added on cover slips

coated with polylysine. Twenty min later, the cover slips

were washed with PBS, fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde

and 1% osmic acid, dehydrated with graded alcohol, and

then immersed in isoamyl acetate, dried and vacuum coat-

ing was performed.

For TEM (FEI Company) observation, CD34bri cells

and CD34dim cells were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde and

1% osmic acid, dehydrated with acetone, embedded with

ethoxyline resin (Chenguang, Sichuan, China) and ultrathin

sections were prepared.

FACS analysis

FACS analysis of the selected cells utilized the same

antibodies described above for Vario MACS isolation.

Bulge cells that did not stain with antibody were used as

control. Sorted cells were analyzed with a FACSCalibur

flow cytometer equipped with CellQuest software (BD

Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) for 10,000–15,000

events.

Statistical analysis

All date were analyzed using SPSS (Windows version

10.0) software package. Results were expressed as

mean±SEM and were representative of at least three

separate experiments. P<0.05 was used to determine the

statistical significance of the data.

III. Results

Enrichment of rat hair follicle stem cells by Vario MACS and 

the isolation efficiencies

In order to evaluate the isolation efficiencies and screen

the best strategy, hair follicle stem cells were enriched from

cell suspension digested from rat vibrissa follicle bulge

region with MACS technology and immunofluorescence

staining was conducted. Then, fluorescence intensities were

detected by flow cytometry to identify our target cells and

estimate the isolation efficiencies. For single marker isola-

tion experiments, bulge region cell suspension without anti-

body staining was used as control, and more than 97% of the

cells were negative cells (Fig. 1a, 1c). The positive rates of

CD34bri cells and α6bri cells were 81.24% (Fig. 1b) and

100.00% (Fig. 1d), respectively. Although α6-integrin is

known to be highly expressed by hair follicle stem cells, it is

surprising that its positive rate in our enriched cells was as

high as 100%. In an attempt to enrich purer hair follicle stem

cells, we also performed double markers separation selec-

tions. Before staining with antibodies, a portion of bulge

cells was taken out and set as the control (Fig. 1e, 1g). As

expected, in CD34 and CD71 compound separation, most

of the sorted cells expressed high levels of CD34 and low

levels of CD71 (termed CD34briCD71dim), representing

82.54% of the total isolated cells. Ideal results could be also

obtained when isolating stem cells with α6 and CD71 anti-

bodies. The percentage of α6briCD71dim cells in isolated

cells was 89.24%, a little higher than CD34briCD71dim cells.

These data revealed that all four strategies had ideal effects.

The biological characteristics of CD34bri hair follicle stem 

cells

To compare the viability and proliferative capacity of

the isolated cells, CD34bri cells and CD34dim cells were cul-

tured and the growth curve was plotted. Cells adhered to the

culture plastic within 24 hours after inoculation. Two days

later, CD34bri cells began to form small colonies and the

cells were round and small, with uniform morphology

(Fig. 2a). As for CD34dim cells, more dead cells were found

in this population and colonies were smaller than CD34bri

cells (Fig. 2b). When cultured for five days, colonies of

CD34bri cells reached a relatively large size, with more tight

junction between cells (Fig. 2c). In contrast, CD34dim cells

were hardly able to form large colonies and cells appeared to

have different morphology (Fig. 2d). According to the cell

growth curve, cells grew slowly in the first three days after

inoculation, and began to proliferate quickly from the fourth

day. From the fourth day, CD34bri cells grew much more

quickly than CD34dim cells (P<0.05). At approximately the

tenth day, CD34bri cells reached the peak of proliferation,

two days later than CD34dim cells (Fig. 2e).

Subsequently, we detected the expression of positive

markers of hair follicle stem cells in our cultured cells.

CD34, α6-integrin and β1-integrin were expressed in cyto-

plasm and cell membrane, and expression in CD34bri cells

was much stronger than in CD34dim cells (Fig. 3). CD34 only

had weak expression in CD34dim cells (Fig. 3f). Our results

demonstrated that CD34bri cells had greater proliferation

potential and higher colony-forming ability than CD34dim

cells, representing the high levels of hair follicle stem cell

markers that were expressed in our positive cells.

In addition, SEM and TEM were employed to observe

the morphology and ultrastructures of these cells. SEM

indicated that the CD34bri follicle stem cells were round

in shape and with some MicroBeads attached to the cell

membrane (Fig. 4b). In contrast, no MicroBeads adhered

to the other three kinds of cells: cells digested directly

from follicle bulge region, CD34dim cells, and follicle bulge

cells primarily cultured for 7 days (Fig. 4a, 4c, 4d). TEM

revealed that CD34bri cells had some typical characteristics
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Fig. 1. Flow cytometric analysis of follicle stem cells separated by Vario MACS. (a–d) Single-color flow cytometric analysis of the selected

follicle stem cells. X axis represents fluorescence intensity, and Y axis represents cell number. (a) Bulge region cell suspension without anti-

body staining was used as control. (b) CD34bri cells were isolated by Vario MACS. (c) Control for α6 separation. (d) α6bri cells were isolated by

Vario MACS. (e–h) Two-color flow cytometric analysis of follicle stem cells selected by Vario MACS. Cells were divided into four subpopula-

tions: a PEbri FITCdim cells; b PEbri FITCbri cells; c PEdim FITCdim cells; and d PEdim FITCbri cells. (e) Control. (f) CD71 and CD34 was detected

with FITC (X axis) and with PE (Y axis). The majority of the isolated cells were CD34briCD71dim cells, characterized by high level expression of

CD34 and low level of CD71. No CD34dimCD71bri cells were detected in our experiments. (g) Control for α6 and CD71 combined separation;

(h) The α6briCD71dim cells were the main subpopulation of the separated cells.
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Fig. 2. Culture of CD34bri cells and CD34dim cells with K-SFM medium

and the cell growth curve. ×100 magnification. (a) CD34bri cells cul-

tured for 2 days. (b) CD34dim cells cultured for 2 days. (c) CD34bri cells

cultured for 5 days. (d) CD34dim cells cultured for 5 days. (e) CD34bri

cells and C34dim cells were selected by Vario MACS and cultured in

48-well plates at a density of 5×103/well with K-SFM medium. After

24 hours in culture, three wells were trypsinized and counted everyday

during an 11-day period. The growth curve was projected from the

mean cell number at each time point.

Fig. 3. Identification of follicle stem cells separated by Vario MACS and cultured for 5 days. ×200 magnification. (a) Expression of α6-integrin

in CD34bri cells. (b) Expression of β1-integrin in CD34bri cells. (c) Expression of CD34 in CD34bri cells. (d) Expression of α6-integrin in

CD34dim cells. (e) Expression of β1-integrin in CD34dim cells. (f) Expression of CD34 in CD34dim cells.
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Fig. 4. Observations of cells by SEM and TEM. (a–d) SEM images of cells. ×40000. (a) Cells digested directly from follicle bulge region.

(b) MicroBeads could be clearly observed on CD34bri cell membrane selected by Vario MACS. (c) CD34dim cells selected by Vario MACS.

(d) Follicle bulge cells cultured for 7 days. (e–h) TEM images of CD34bri cells and CD34dim cells. (e) CD34bri cells selected by Vario MACS.

Bar=2 μm. (f) High magnification image of Figure e. Bar=0.5 μm. (g) Low magnification image of CD34dim cells. Bar=5 μm. (h) CD34dim

cells selected by Vario MACS. Bar=2 μm.
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as progenitor cells, such as big nucleus, obvious nucleolus,

large nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio and few organelles in cyto-

plasm (Fig. 4e, 4f). Compare with CD34bri cells, CD34dim

cells had smaller nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio (Fig. 4h). When

observing CD34dim cells population with lower magnifica-

tion, we found various cells types were contained in this

cell group (Fig. 4g).

IV. Discussion

Murine hair follicle stem cells inhabit the bulge area, a

region situated below the opening of the sebaceous duct, that

is approximately the attachment site of the arrector pili

muscle and marks the bottom of the permanent portion

of the follicle during cycling. More recently, other multi-

potent or unipotent stem cells have been identified in or

immediately adjacent to the hair follicle epithelium, such as

Nestin+ cells [1, 12], melanocyte stem cells [21, 22] and

mesenchymal hair follicle stem cells [15]. Due to the loca-

tion of these progenitor cells populations, the bulge region

serves as a stem cell repository. It provides an ideal model

system for the study of stem cell interaction; at the same

time, it forms an obstacle to investigating the single stem

cell type.

In this study, we devised and implemented four strate-

gies to isolate HfSCs from the bulge region with Vario

MACS. Thereafter, we characterized the selected CD34bri

hair follicle stem cells and CD34dim cells. We cultured the

isolated CD34bri cells and CD34dim cells, detected CD34, α6-

integrin, β1-integrin in the two types of cells, and employed

SEM and TEM to observe the morphology and ultrastructure

of these cells.

The results of flow cytometry analysis showed that all

the four strategies we used had ideal effects. Surprisingly, in

the α6 positive selection, all the isolated cells highly ex-

pressed this marker. This may due to several reasons. First,

only bulge regions of hair follicles were used to prepare cell

suspension for isolation, and the density of stem cells in the

suspension was relative high. Second, the anti-α6 antibody

we utilized was without fluorescence, and the cells must be

incubated with a secondary reagent before being detected for

fluorescence with flow cytometry. This indirect labeling

may result in non-specific binding and lead to high positive

ratio ultimately. Third, it is possible that no single positive

marker could efficiently identify stem cells from their prog-

enies [16]. Therefore, double labeling was significant if we

want to enrich purer hair follicle stem cells.

Tani et al. [28] demonstrated that combined used of α6

and CD71 could distinguish keratinocyte stem cells (KSCs)

from TA cells. Consistently, Webb et al. [33] also proved

that α6briCD71dim cells exhibited several stem cell character-

istics, such as high clonogenic capacity and lacking the dif-

ferentiation marker K10. In light of their studies, we imple-

mented α6 and CD71 compound selection to separate hair

follicle stem cells with Vario MACS. We also revealed that

the combined use of CD34 and CD71 could successfully

enrich HfSCs. Moreover, the CD34 and CD71 compound

selection was superior to α6 and CD71 compound strategy

in our experiments, considering the facility and precision

of the direct labeling effect of the former strategy and the

similar isolation efficiencies of the two methods.

Although double labeling could enrich high frequency

HfSCs, these cells would suffer lower viability, as a result

of the relatively complex protocol of compound selection.

Thus, we chose CD34bri cells in our attempts to characterize

HfSCs after comparing the viability and purity of cells se-

lected by our four strategies. Trempus et al. [31] demonstrat-

ed that CD34 is a specific marker of bulge cell keratinocytes

in the cutaneous epithelium. CD34 expression colocalized

with both slowly cycling (label retaining) cells and keratin

15 expression. Our studies revealed that CD34bri cells had

some typical characteristics of stem cell. Firstly, CD34bri

cells had higher clonality and proliferative potential (from

the fourth day, P<0.05), showing a longer growth period

when cultured in compared with CD34dim cells. Furthermore,

CD34bri cells could form larger colonies within ten days in

culture. Secondly, the cultured CD34bri cells highly ex-

pressed hair follicle stem cell markers CD34, α6-integrin

and β1-integrin. Thirdly, CD34bri cells were small and

immature, with high nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio and few

organelles in cytoplasm.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated here that Vario

MACS is a favourable method to identify and separate via-

ble hair follicle stem cells and the transient amplifying cells.

The separation and purification of HfSCs will facilitate the

application of these multipotent cells in tissue engineering

and regeneration medicine. For example, HfSCs enriched

from a patient’s own hair follicle can be exploited for the

preparation of skin equivalents to treat burn victims, pro-

moting the healing of leg ulcers, or regenerating new hair

follicle for psilotic patients [9, 17, 24, 25, 27]. The capability

to isolate HfSCs with high viability and purity is the pre-

requisite for these further applications.
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